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The Effect of Exercise on the Cerebral
Vasculature of Healthy Aged Subjects as
Visualized by MR Angiography
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Prior studies suggest that aerobic exercise may reduce both the brain
atrophy and the decline in fractional anisotropy observed with advancing age. It is reasonable to
hypothesize that exercise-induced changes to the vasculature may underlie these anatomic differences. The purpose of this blinded study was to compare high-activity and low-activity healthy elderly
volunteers for differences in the cerebrovasculature as calculated from vessels extracted from noninvasive MR angiograms (MRAs).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fourteen healthy elderly subjects underwent MRA. Seven subjects reported a high level of aerobic activity (64 ⫾ 5 years of age; 5 men, 2 women) and 7, a low activity level
(68 ⫾ 6 years of age; 5 women, 2 men). Following vessel segmentation from MRA by an individual
blinded to subject activity level, quantitative measures of vessel number, radius, and tortuosity were
calculated and histogram analysis of vessel number and radius was performed.
RESULTS: Aerobically active subjects exhibited statistically significant reductions in vessel tortuosity
and an increased number of small vessels compared with less active subjects.
CONCLUSIONS: Aerobic activity in elderly subjects is associated with lower vessel tortuosity values
and an increase in the number of small-caliber vessels. It is possible that an aerobic exercise program
may contribute to healthy brain aging. MRA offers a noninvasive approach to visualizing the cerebral
vasculature and may prove useful in future longitudinal investigations.
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Materials and Methods
This Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act⫺compliant
study was approved by the institutional review board of the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The study was blinded, with patients
recruited, examined, and given an activity level classification by clinicians (B.L.M., L.M.K.), data analysis performed on patients’ images
by an investigator blinded to patient-activity classification (E.B.), and
statistical analysis performed by an independent third group (E.K.
and D.Z.). A secondary image processing and statistical analysis were
performed at a later time by a fourth group (F.N.R. and J.K.S.), who
examined the number of small-diameter vessels in high- and lowactivity subjects.

Subject Selection
Healthy volunteers 60 – 80 years of age were recruited via an advertising campaign and screened by telephone interview, cognitive status
questionnaires, and physical examination. Subjects were initially excluded from study via a 20-minute telephone interview for diseases
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The purpose of the current study was to compare quantitative measures of vessel number, radius, and tortuosity as
defined from MRA images of healthy volunteers 60 –74 years
of age, each of whom self-reported aerobic exercise activity
levels as high or low. Because a previous MRA study had associated normal aging with vessel loss and a mild increase in
vessel tortuosity,12 our hypothesis in the current study was
that patients with high aerobic activity levels would exhibit a
“younger appearing brain” as demonstrated by a larger vessel
number and a lower vessel tortuosity value than patients with
low-activity levels. Our findings suggest that aerobic activity
appears to be associated with a “younger appearing brain” but
that further research by using longitudinal studies is required
to assess fully the effects of aerobic exercise on the brains of
individual subjects imaged during a certain period of time.

BRAIN

ging of the human brain is known to be associated with a
variety of anatomic changes, including progressive
shrinkage of gray matter,1-4 the development of lesions in
white matter tracts,5 and a decline in fractional anisotropy as
seen by MR imaging.6,7 Underlying microvascular disease may
contribute to many of these changes.8-11 Larger vessels may
also be affected; indeed, a recent MR angiography (MRA)
study reported that even the larger vessels perceptible by MRA
exhibit a loss of vessel number and a mild increase in vessel
tortuosity during healthy aging.12 The variability in the magnitude of age-related change is large, however, and the brains
of some elderly subjects have the characteristics of the brains
of much younger individuals.13
Several intriguing reports suggest that aerobic exercise
training, which is likely to improve cardiovascular status, may
reduce structural alterations of the brain normally associated
with advanced age.14-16 Because aerobic exercise is likely to
improve cardiovascular status, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that the protective effects of aerobic exercise may act via an
underlying effect on the cerebral vasculature.

such as diabetes or hypertension; myocardial infarction; transient
ischemic attacks; claudication; depression; neurologic deficits; a history of neurologic disease and orthopedic or other conditions that
would preclude exercise testing; or any condition, such as implanted
metal, that would preclude MR imaging. The remaining subjects were
then required to fall within the normal range of the Beck Depression
Inventory17 and the Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status,18 with
a trained physician administering each test. The remaining subjects
underwent a full physical examination and, if approved, a monitored
maximal graded exercise stress test on a treadmill. No subject required exclusion because of cardiopulmonary disease on physical examination or for development of claudication, chest pain, electrocardiographic changes, or other evidence of vascular disease during the
stress test.
A total of 120 subjects were initially screened. Nineteen percent of
the initial group was excluded for a history of cardiopulmonary-metabolic disorders; 12%, for head, neck, balance, and cognition disorders; 11%, for contraindication to MR imaging; 6%, for orthopedic
limitations precluding them from participating in the treadmill stress
test; and 36%, for “other reasons,” including inappropriate age range
or reluctance to spend the time or answer questions. An additional
4% were unable to tolerate MR imaging. A total of 14 subjects remained for analysis (12%).
It was impossible to screen for all potential variables during this
type of pilot study. Within the limits of feasibility, however, the aim
was to recruit as homogeneous a patient population as possible. In
addition to the physical and psychological screening procedures described above, all subjects were college-educated, all were of upper or
upper middle economic level, all reported themselves to be culturally/
socially active, all stated that they attempted to solve puzzles regularly
(eg, newspaper puzzles), all took vitamin supplements regularly, and
all women reported themselves as postmenopausal.

Activity Screening
Subjects were assigned an activity status (high or low) during the
initial telephone interview based on self-report of physical activity
during the past 10 years. Subjects were again queried about activity
levels during the first laboratory appointment and yet again during
physical examination. Finally, their reports were compared with a
standardized published physical activity rating scale with a range of
0 –7.19
The historically active group (“high activity group”) was defined
as participating in an aerobic sport/activity regularly for a minimum
of 180 minutes per week for the past 10 consecutive years. Aerobic
activities included sports such as tennis, swimming, running, biking,
triathlons, marathons, soccer, walking, hiking, and basketball games.
Other sports were allowable if they met the duration and frequency
study requirements (eg, 60-minute sessions 3 days per week or 30minute sessions 6 days per week) and met the classic definition of
“aerobic” (continuous rhythmic movement of 75% of one’s body
with elevation of the heart rate to approximately 70% of its maximum
or a perceived exertion level of at least “moderate”20). The low-activity group was defined as having had no regular physical activity or
exercise program for the past 10 consecutive years and as participating
in any physical activity ⬍90 minutes per week.
Classification was difficult for only 1 subject. This man was initially assigned to the low-activity group on the basis of his telephone
interview. During personal screening, however, he indicated that he
walked 4 miles each weekday and climbed mountains every weekend.
He was, therefore, reclassified into the high-activity group. On subse1858
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quent visits, however, he provided equivocal information about his
activity level. The clinicians decided to exclude him from study and to
attempt to recruit a replacement, but because no further eligible subject was found, he remained on the study.
Of the final 14 patients, 7 were identified as “high” and 7 as “low”
activity. Mean and SD were 64 ⫾ 5 years of age in the high-activity
group (5 men, 2 women) and 68 ⫾ 6 years in the low-activity group (5
women, 2 men). All high-activity group members had ratings of 6 –7
on the physical activity rating scale,19 and all low-activity group members had ratings of ⱕ4.

MR Imaging
Images were obtained on a 3T head-only unit, (MAGNETOM Allegra; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a Siemens CP Tx/Rx
head coil. MRA images were acquired by using a 3D time-of-flight
sequence without gadolinium injection that covered the entire head
by using multiple8 overlapping (25%) thin-slab acquisition
(MOTSA) and with interpolation on. The sequence also used a magnetization-transfer pulse for background suppression of white matter. The resulting voxel size was 0.5 ⫻ 0.5 ⫻ 0.5 mm3. The sequence
used TR ⫽ 27 ms, TE ⫽ 3.89 ms, and flip angle ⫽ 22°. Image-acquisition time was approximately 15 minutes.

Image Processing
Images were transferred to a computer for processing. It took approximately an hour to analyze each case. The vessel segmentation and
analysis programs were C⫹⫹ programs written by our group and
have been previously detailed in the literature. Vessel segmentation
was performed from MRA images by using a Hessian-based method
that, proceeding from a seed point, defined an image-intensity ridge
representing the vessel skeleton and then automatically defined a radius at each skeleton point.21 Each segmented vessel represented an
individual unbranched structure composed of multiple ordered
equally spaced 4D vessel points. Each vessel point comprised the 3
floating-point x, y, z spatial coordinates of the position of the skeleton
and the associated radius at that position. The set of individual disconnected segmented vessels was then processed by a second program
that, proceeding from user-defined roots, created connected vessel
trees.22 To standardize the vessel groups analyzed across patients, we
manually defined vessel branch points that could be clearly identified
in all subjects. These branch points included the A1 segment, the M1
segment, and the basilar artery proximal to the takeoff of the posterior
cerebral arteries. Each image was processed according to these branch
points so as to provide 4 anatomically distinct and connected sets of
vessels comprising the anterior cerebral circulation (ACA), the posterior circulation, and the left (LMCA) and the right (RMCA) middle
cerebral circulations (Fig 1).
Four vessel attributes were then calculated for each of the 4 anatomic regions and for the entire brain:
1) Vessel Number. The number of individual unbranched vessels.
2) Average Vessel Radius. The sum of radii at all vessel points
divided by the number of vessel points with results in millimeters.
Because MRA assesses moving flow, it evaluates only blood flow
through the vessel lumen. Vessel wall thickness was thus not depicted
or assessed in this study. The vessel-segmentation program requires
an initial estimate of scale that is used both to blur the image and to
weight vessel-radius calculations from noisy images. The scale used
throughout this study was 1 mm. As a result, small vessels ⬍1 mm in
diameter (⬍0.5 mm radius) tended to be reported as having slightly
larger radii than indicated by the image-intensity data and vessels ⬎1

Fig 1. A, Axial section of an MRA image. B, Anteroposterior view of a 3D vessel model generated from MRA. Cyan indicates the left middle cerebral circulation; red, the anterior cerebral
distribution; blue, the right middle cerebral circulation; gold, the posterior circulation.

Fig 2. Illustration of abnormal tortuosity. A, Drawing of a healthy intracerebral vessel. The vessel is gently curved. B, Drawing of abnormal tortuosity by SOAM. There are irregular sharp
high-frequency low-amplitude curves superimposed on the basic vessel shape. C, Drawing of abnormal tortuosity by ICM. The vessel has elongated and possesses marked C- or S-shaped
curves. D, 3D rendering of abnormal SOAM and abnormal ICM values in the same vessel segmented from MRA in 2 different subjects. Left: Healthy vessel. Right: Vessel in a patient with
cancer. The vessel possesses abnormal tortuosity by both SOAM and ICM.

mm in diameter tended to be reported as having somewhat smaller
radii.
3) Vessel Tortuosity as Calculated by the “Sum of Angles Metric.” Sum of Angles Metric (SOAM) sums angles between consecutive
trios of points along a regularly sampled space curve and normalizes
by the total path length.23 Space curves displaying low-frequency
high-amplitude curves tend to display high SOAM values. SOAM
values are almost invariably elevated in the presence of cancer23; the
other disease states with which it is associated are largely unknown.
An advantage of SOAM is that the calculation is largely independent
of the length of the vessel segment analyzed. The average SOAM value
in radians/centimeter was calculated for each vessel group. Figure 2
illustrates abnormal SOAM tortuosity.
4) Vessel Tortuosity as Calculated by the “Inflection Count Metric.” The Inflection Count Metric (ICM) counts the number of inflection points along a space curve and multiples this number plus 1
by the total path length and divides by the distance between end
points.23 Space curves that exhibit high-amplitude curves with frequent changes of direction will tend to display high ICM values. Tortuosity values as calculated by ICM or similar metrics tend to be
elevated in situations in which an artery elongates and develops largeamplitude curves, as may occur with retinopathy of prematurity, hypertension, arteriovenous malformations, and atherosclerosis.23 A
disadvantage of the ICM metric is that, unlike SOAM, the calculated
tortuosity value depends, at least partially, on the length of the vessel
defined. A short vessel is inherently incapable of possessing a high
ICM value. The advantage of the ICM metric, however, is that it can
capture abnormal large-amplitude excursions that SOAM cannot.
The average ICM value (a dimensionless number) was calculated for
each vessel group. Figure 2 illustrates abnormal ICM tortuosity.

These same image-processing methods have already been used to
quantitate differences in cerebral vessel morphology by age, anatomic
location, and sex.12,24 Initial results in the current study, however,
raised a new question about the number of small- and large-radius
vessels present in active or inactive subjects. For the current study, we,
therefore, performed an additional analysis aimed at defining the
number of vessels of large or small radii. A complication was posed by
our original method of average-radius calculation, however. As initially defined by our segmentation program, a “vessel” could be long,
proceeding past many branch points, or could be short, representing
only a few voxels. The “average radius” of a lengthy vessel thus incorporated both large-radius proximal points and smaller radius distal
points, whereas the “average radius” of a tiny terminal vessel included
only a few points of low-radius values.
For the secondary analysis, it seemed desirable to assess vessel
radius in a fashion less dependent on segmented vessel length. For the
secondary study, each vessel long enough to proceed past a branch
point was, therefore, cut so as to terminate at that branch point; as
many new vessels as required were added to continue the main trunk
to the next branch point or to the termination of the initially segmented vessel. This approach provided analysis of a larger number of
shorter “vessels” that were of relatively uniform width throughout
their lengths. Custom scripts written for Matlab 7.6 software (MathWorks, Natick, Mass)25 were used to generate whole-head vesselradius histograms by sorting the vessels into bins by the size of the
average radius in increments of 0.1 mm of each vessel and then by
counting the number of vessels in each bin. MRA cannot discriminate
vessels smaller than those of the voxel size used during image acquisition. Given the voxel size of 0.5 ⫻ 0.5 ⫻ 0.5 mm3 used in this study,
the smallest potentially discriminable vessel had a diameter of 0.5 mm
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 30:1857– 63 兩 Nov-Dec 2009 兩 www.ajnr.org
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Fig 3. Scatterplots giving vessel-attribute measures in high-activity (light gray) and low-activity (dark gray) subjects. The 3 horizontal lines along each set of scatterplots represent the mean
and the mean ⫾ 1 SD. Stars indicate a significant difference (P ⬍ .05) between subjects of high and low activity as determined by at least 1 of the statistical measures used. A, Vessel
number. B, Average vessel radius (AVR). C, Tortuosity measured by SOAM. D, Tortuosity measured by ICM. H indicates high; L, low; W.H., whole-head circulation; Ant, anterior cerebral
circulation; Post, posterior circulation; Left, left middle cerebral circulation; Right, right middle cerebral circulation.

and a radius of 0.25 mm. Maximum radius was determined through
analysis of the data and was 2.0 mm. The large majority of vessels had
calculated radii of 0.5–1.1 mm, with very few vessels possessing radii
outside this range. We, therefore, combined all vessels of ⬍0.5-mm
radius into a single bin (the bin of smallest radius) and all vessels of
⬎1.1-mm radius into a single bin (the bin of largest radius).

Statistical Analysis
Two-tailed multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted by using the 4 vessel attributes as response variables. Explanatory variables included group type (high or low activity), the 4 anatomic regions analyzed, and interaction terms between group and
region. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was also performed for each of the
4 vessel attributes.
After their analysis, the statisticians queried whether a particular
patient classified as highly active might have been misclassified because this patient’s vessel tortuosity values appeared to resemble those
of inactive patients. When this query was passed on to the responsible
clinician, the clinician reported that the patient in question was the
only individual who had provided inconsistent and changing reports
of activity level and perhaps should have been withdrawn from the
study. Statistical analysis was, therefore, performed twice, the first
time including all of the original 14 subjects (7 active and 7 inactive)
and the second time with omission of the patient in question (6 active
and 7 inactive subjects).
Analysis of vessel-radius histograms was performed by using Wilcoxon rank sums to compare high- and low-activity groups. Similar
to the analyses above, analysis was performed both with and without
the subject of questionable activity level.

Results
Aerobically active patients tended to exhibit higher numbers
of small vessels and, most prominently and consistently, a
1860
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lower vessel-tortuosity value as measured by ICM than did
low-activity patients. When all 14 patients were analyzed,
multivariate MANOVA analysis found significant differences
in the ICM of the LMCA (P ⫽ .032) and RMCA (P ⫽ .001)
regions. After excluding the patient with an unclear activity
level, the reduction in ICM tortuosity values of the highly active group became even more significant in the LMCA (P ⫽
.006) and RMCA (P ⬍ .001) regions. No other significant
differences in vessel measures were found by multivariate
analysis.
When analysis was performed for all 14 subjects by using
the Wilcoxon rank sum test, statistically significant differences
between high- and low-activity groups were noted for ICM
over the whole-head (P ⫽ .038) and RMCA regions (P ⫽
.004). When analysis was repeated without the patient of uncertain activity level, these differences became even more pronounced and additional significant differences were noted for
vessel number in the ACA region (P ⫽ .024) and for average
radius in the LMCA region (P ⫽ .047). Figure 3 provides scatter plots for vessel number, radius, and tortuosity for the 13
patients who gave consistent activity-level responses.
When histogram analysis of vessel radii was performed for
all 14 subjects, no significant difference was found between the
2 patient groups. When analysis was repeated without the patient of uncertain activity level however, aerobically active patients displayed a trend toward a larger number of small vessels
(⬍0.6-mm average radius) in all anatomic regions studied.
This finding reached the level of statistical significance in the
whole brain (P ⫽ .039) and in the regions of LMCA (P ⫽ .014)
and ACA (P ⫽ .032). No significant difference was noted between activity groups for any other bin representing a larger
radius. Indeed, high-activity and low-activity subjects tended
to possess close to identical numbers of vessels ⬎0.6 mm in

Fig 4. Comparison of high-activity (light gray) and low-activity (dark gray) groups by the number of vessels of graded radius. Colored bars represent the mean value and vertical lines, the
SD. Stars denote statistically significant differences (P ⬍ .05) between activity groups. Note that the smallest and largest bins have ranges of ⬎0.1 mm to encompass all vessels. PCA
indicates posterior circulation.

radius regardless of anatomic location. The number of vessels
in the smallest radius bin (⬍0.5 mm) was too small for meaningful analysis. These results are summarized in Fig 4.
Discussion
This blinded study examined quantitative measures of vessel
number and shape as defined from noninvasively acquired
MRA brain images of 14 healthy elderly subjects. Patients were
evenly divided into 2 groups by high and low levels of aerobic
activity. Marked differences in vessel tortuosity were observed
between groups, with inactive subjects possessing higher vessel tortuosity as measured by ICM regardless of the type of
statistical analysis performed. These tortuosity results remained significant even with the inclusion of a patient whose
self-reported activity level changed during the study. It is, additionally, striking that the statisticians were able to identify
this subject as an outlier without knowledge that the clinician
in charge of the study had made the same decision. When
statistical analysis was repeated without this problematically
classified patient, results even more strongly displayed a de-

crease in vessel tortuosity in active patients and additionally
suggested that aerobically active patients may possess an increased number of small vessels (and thus a lower average
vessel radius) than low-activity subjects.
By histologic analysis, brain-vessel tortuosity is known to
increase with age, hypertension, and other diseases.26-28 Histologic studies have also demonstrated that vessel narrowing
and/or outright vessel loss occurs with advancing age.11,29,30
Although these histologic studies generally address vessels of a
diameter smaller than can be seen by MRA, both a reduction
in vessel number and/or a reduction in vessel lumen could
reduce the number of vessels detected by MRA. In general,
MRA cannot distinguish overt vessel loss and the loss of visualizable vessels as a result of decreased flow rate. Reasons for
decreased flow rate include decrease in cardiac output,
changes in vessel diameter, increased vessel tortuosity, or any
combination of these factors.
A recent MRA study in 100 healthy subjects concluded that
healthy aging was associated with both a loss in vessel number
as perceived by MRA and a mild increase in vessel tortuosity.12
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 30:1857– 63 兩 Nov-Dec 2009 兩 www.ajnr.org
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In the current study, aerobically active aged patients exhibited
lower vessel tortuosity and a reduction in small-vessel loss
compared with their less-active equally aged cohorts. The cerebrovascular patterns of the aerobically active patients thus
appeared “younger” than those of the relatively inactive patients. Under the assumption that the appearance of imaged
vasculature is related to the quality of brain function, this finding could be of significance to all aging subjects.
In the current study, statistically significant vessel tortuosity differences were noted between active and inactive patients
when assessed by ICM but not by SOAM. Webster’s New World
Dictionary defines “tortuosity” as “full of twists, turns; crooked,”31 but this definition does not differentiate the 2 types of
vessel-tortuosity abnormality present in human disease (increases in amplitude versus increases in frequency).23 In fact,
different disease states may induce different types of tortuosity
abnormalities, and our approach permits assessing each of the
2 abnormal tortuosity types independently via the 2 metrics,
SOAM and ICM.23 Unfortunately, most clinical articles on
cerebrovasculature have assessed “abnormal tortuosity” only
subjectively, so it is largely unknown what type of “increased
tortuosity” has been previously visualized in histologic studies
of aging and hypertension.26.27 The current study suggests that
aerobically inactive patients may exhibit greater vessel tortuosity produced by vessel elongation and wider expansion
curves than their more active cohorts. No difference between
groups was apparent when tortuosity was assessed by SOAM, a
measure of high-frequency low-amplitude curvature, which is
increased in the presence of cancer.23,28
There may be a relationship between tortuosity values as
calculated by ICM and the number of small thin vessels that
course for only short distances as perceived by MRA. The ICM
tortuosity metric is partially dependent on vessel length23; it is
impossible for a very short vessel to possess a high ICM value.
The finding of both decreased ICM values and an increased
number of vessels of small radius in the aerobically active
group may therefore be directly related— both findings could
be explained by preservation of small-radius short vessels in
aerobically active subjects. Conversely, increased vessel tortuosity may itself reduce the flow rate within each affected vessel,
thus leading to poorer visualization by MRA and to an apparent reduction in the number of small vessels. At the present
time, it is impossible for us to know which is the cause and
which is the effect. It is similarly unknown what the precise
relationship between tortuosity and vessel diameter might be,
and the study of tortuosity as related to vessel radius, though a
highly complex topic, provides fruitful ground for further
research.
The 4 anatomic regions analyzed are known to possess inherently different values for vessel tortuosity as measured by
either tortuosity metric.12,24 This finding is not surprising
given the obvious differences in the configuration of the underlying brain. In the current study, we had no reason to expect that any particular anatomic region of the brain would be
affected by exercise more than another. The current study suggests that the middle cerebral distributions may be preferentially affected; however, because trends toward the same findings were observed in all anatomic regions, it is possible that
future studies involving a larger patient number would reveal
statistically significant differences in all 4 anatomic regions.
1862
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An important question raised by the current study is
whether elderly patients with younger appearing cerebrovascular patterns are more likely to engage in aerobic activity or
whether aerobic activity itself is likely to improve brain vasculature directly. The ultimate answer to this question will
depend on future longitudinal studies of initially sedentary
subjects who undergo an aerobic exercise program with sequential brain imaging. Under this type of longitudinal study,
each subject would act as his/her own control, thus simplifying
a multiparameter situation that might comprise a plethora of
variables, including educational level, medication history, retirement status, preferred diet, and others too numerous to
list. Colcombe et al14 have already reported that an aerobic
exercise program can increase brain volume in aged subjects,
though the underlying mechanism of this improvement
was not explored. Analysis of the vasculature during such a
longitudinal study would be of high interest. The current
study is in agreement with previously published reports indicating that aerobically active aged patients tend to preserve
desirable anatomy better than sedentary subjects,14,32 though
the current study addressed vascular shape changes rather
than brain volumetric determinations or the findings on diffusion images.
Another important question raised by the current study is
the extent of correlation between structural and vascular findings. It would be of high interest, for example, to correlate the
findings of diffusion tensor imaging with those of vascular
imaging. We intend to incorporate such comparisons in future studies.
Three limitations of the study should be noted. First, classification into the high- or low-activity group was based on
each subject’s report of activity level. Several epidemiologic
studies have documented the limitations of self-reports of
physical activity.33-37 A more objective means of assessing activity level would be preferable. Such classification will require
a future study that uses more objective activity measurement
technologies, such as the use of activity-motion monitoring
devices.38-40.
Second, the number of patients studied was small, and
there was a discrepancy between the number of male and female patients enrolled in each of the 2 activity groups. We do
not believe, however, that the calculated differences in vesselattribute measures between activity groups were produced by
sex differences—Bullitt et al12 analyzed the effects of healthy
aging on vessel morphology in 100 patients equally divided by
sex and found no significant difference in tortuosity values or
vessel number between men and women when men and
women of similar ages were compared. Although it would
have been desirable to include a much larger number of patients to permit analysis of additional variables such as sex,
recruitment for the current study was difficult given the stringent entry requirements and limited funds available. A total of
120 subjects were screened before the final 14 subjects were
chosen for analysis. A larger number of subjects would have
increased the power of the study, however, and, in addition to
enabling the analysis of additional variables, might have allowed several of the nonsignificant trends to reach the level of
statistical significance.
Third and finally, MRA cannot visualize vessels smaller
than those of the voxel size used during image acquisition. The

smallest discernible vessels in the current study were thus of
0.25-mm radius. Our study was, therefore, not capable of imaging the capillaries and other tiny vessels most frequently
analyzed during histologic examination. Other imaging protocols, such as perfusion and permeability imaging, can provide information about tiny vessels lying below the limits of
MRA resolution, though such invasive methods cannot provide the quantitative vessel-shape measures available from
MRA that we describe here. It would be of high interest to
combine the “macro” vessel-imaging capabilities provided by
MRA with the “micro” imaging capabilities of perfusion/permeability imaging.
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Conclusions
This blinded study analyzed quantitative measures of vessel
number and shape as determined from MRA of 14 healthy
elderly patients classified into 2 groups by level of aerobic activity. Aged subjects in the high-activity group exhibited statistically decreased vessel tortuosity and an increase in the
number of small-diameter vessels, thus producing a vessel
morphologic pattern similar to that of younger subjects. These
results indicate that aerobic activity may affect the cerebral
vasculature. This finding could provide an explanation for the
improvement in cerebral anatomy associated with aerobic activity reported by other groups. It remains unclear, however,
whether aerobic activity produces anatomic improvements in
and of itself or whether patients with younger appearing
brains are more likely to engage in aerobic activity. Further
work is required to determine if the new initiation of aerobic
activity in previously sedentary elderly patients can reverse the
cerebrovascular, anatomic, and functional changes associated
with advancing age.
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